because the diameter of the flexible composite was about half the diameter of the locking tube.

IV.

Deployment Testing of the Flexible Composite Hinge

Error in Deployed Position (mm)

One of the key properties of interest for the flexible composite
hinge
was deployment repeatability. Deployment repeatability is a
0.16
critical
property for deployable structures, especially when they
0.14
support
RF or optical instruments. The key are of interest, is after
0.12
each
deployment,
how closely does the hinge return to its previous
0.1
position?
Second,
how do multiple deployments influence
0.08
deployment repeatability?
0.06
To test deployment repeatability, the prototype beams with
0.04
flexible composite hinges were secured in a vice. A Keyence LK0.02
G152 head with a LK-G3001 readout was used to measure the
0
40
60
80
0
20
100
120
position of the deployed position of the beam. The laser
Number of Deployments
measurements were taken 178mm away from the where the beam
Figure 5: Deployment Error Initially
was clamped in the vice, with the flexible composite hinge beginning
Grows Quickly
at 79mm to and ending at 110mm from the vice (Figure 4).
A total of 107 deployments were conducted sequentially, where the hinge we bent back to approximately 160
degrees and then allowed to freely deploy. After each deployment, the hinge was allowed 2-3 seconds to damp out
vibrations, at which point the Keyence system produced a consistent reading. Deployment repeatability tests found
that initially the error in deployed position increased rapidly (up to 0.02mm per deployment), but after 25
deployments the error in deployed position grew much more slowly
Another fascinating result, occurred on the 100th deployment, where instead of 2-3 seconds of time between
deployments, a total of 45 seconds was allowed to pass. During this time, it was observed that the composites error
in deployed position decreased by almost fifty percent (Figure 6). This reduction in error with time implies the
flexible composites have internal strain energy which is slowly released with time.
0.18

V. Conclusion
Error in Final Position (mm)

While preliminary the results from a preliminary test
0.18
have been completed, there are a number of tests the authors
0.16
plan on completing before final paper submission. First,
0.14
additional investigation on the time dependent shape
0.12
restoration of flexible composites will be explored. Tests will
0.1
be improved and time scales will be increased to explore if
0.08
more time would result in greater shape restoration, and thus
0.06
better deployment repeatability. Also, the experiment will be
0.04
modified to account for any error occurring by the way the
0.02
composite beam is held in the vice. A second area of
0
investigation will be time dependent stowage on deployment
0
10
20
30
50
40
repeatability. If flexible composite is held in the fully
Time (Sec)
strained state for several hours, days, or weeks, how does
deployment error compare to occurrences when the Figure 6: Flexible Composites Restore to Original
composite is only held for several minutes? Finally, a Position Overtime
comparison will be completed on the deployment accuracy of the flexible composite hinge with and without the
locking mechanism, to determine if it has any positive effects other than allowing the beam to withstand bending
loads.
High strain composites are a new exciting field, especially in the area of spacecraft structures. It stands enable
novel deployable structures which consist would consist of fewer parts. Thus far, flexible composites appear to
provide the accuracy that would be required of RF structures, with sub-millimeter errors in deployment repeatability,
and the deployment error decreases with time.
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